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CHANGE %CHG 52 WK-HIGH 52 WK-LOW YTD

320.11 1.31% 26616.71 21279.30 0.23%
24.35 0.88% 2872.87 2412.79 4.14%
67.81 0.88% 7806.60 6111.21 12.35%
80.56 0.49% 16489.46 14785.78 1.50%
17.27 0.56% 3283.23 2884.47 -2.77%
70.29 0.92% 7903.50 6866.94 0.00%
47.72 0.38% 13596.89 11726.62 -2.89%
22.34 0.42% 5657.44 4995.07 1.61%
264.04 1.21% 24129.34 19239.52 -3.13%
372.88 1.32% 33484.08 25331.95 -4.11%
68.28 2.49% 3587.03 2691.02 -14.87%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$12.17 $1.55 14.60%
$4.74 $0.30 6.76%
$20.00 $1.14 6.04%
$11.97 $0.54 4.72%
$80.43 $3.45 4.48%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$23.45 -$0.74 -3.06%
$5.81 -$0.15 -2.52%
$4.89 -$0.11 -2.20%
$40.30 -$0.83 -2.02%
$96.34 -$1.94 -1.97%

S&P/TSX INDUSTRY LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
ENERGY 209.09 1.75 0.84% 8.34%
MATERIALS 254.46 0.48 0.19% 3.56%
UTILITIES 230.43 -2.31 -0.99% -7.77%
FINANCIALS 300.84 1.07 0.36% -2.48%
INDUSTRIALS 259.38 4.62 1.81% 7.95%
HEALTH CARE 99.4 -0.06 -0.06% 2.12%
CONS. DISCRETIONARY 222.64 2.33 1.06% 3.42%
CONS. STAPLES 541.91 3.24 0.60% -1.83%
INFO TECH. 83.06 1.13 1.38% 26.08%
TELECOMM. SVCS 164.12 -0.37 -0.22% -3.69%
REAL ESTATE 316.78 -0.06 -0.02% 4.43%

GOVERNMENT BONDS 2YR 5YR 10YR 30YR
CANADA (YLD%) 1.94% 2.08% 2.17% 2.22%
U.S. (YLD%) 2.56% 2.75% 2.86% 2.97%

COMMODITIES/ FX LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
CRUDE OIL WTI $74.03 $0.230 0.31% 22.53%
NATURAL GAS $2.83 -$0.030 -1.05% -4.46%
GOLD $1,258.10 $3.800 0.30% -3.48%
COPPER $2.86 $0.043 1.51% -12.68%
CAD / USD $0.7624 -$0.0013 -0.17% -4.10%
CAD / EUR €0.6487 -€0.0017 -0.26% -2.10%
USD / EUR €0.8508 -€0.0008 -0.09% 2.09%
USD / JPY ¥110.81 ¥0.37 0.34% -1.67%
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1) National Bank Financial is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of National Bank of Canada.
2) National Bank of Canada is a public company listed on Canadian stock exchanges.
3) National Bank Financial may act as financial advisor, fiscal agent or underwriter for certain companies mentioned herein and may receive remuneration
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5) The information contained herein was obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable, however we cannot represent that it is accurate or
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advisor before purchase to discuss your investor profile and to further discuss these risk factors.

Market Review

Germany’s economy seems to be powering through trade tensions.
German exports rose by more than imports in May, widening the trade
surplus, in a further sign that Europe's biggest economy remains in
robust form despite trade tensions with the United States. Investors
believes that the latest weakening of the euro will bring some relief in
the coming months, more than offsetting current U.S. tariffs on
European aluminium and steel. Also in Europe today, Prime Minister
Theresa May's foreign minister and Brexit negotiator quit in protest at
her plans to keep close trade ties with the European Union after Britain
leaves the bloc, stirring rebellion in her party's ranks.
Canada's main stock index rose today as financial shares gained on
expectations of an interest rate hike later this week. According to a
Reuters poll, the Bank of Canada will hike interest rates on July 11 as
job growth and rising inflation pressures override concerns about a
deepening trade rift with the United States. Higher oil prices helped
the Canadian dollar climb to a near four-week high against its U.S.
counterpart. The materials sector added almost 1% as gold extended its
recovery and copper prices rallied. Suncor Energy Inc announced this
morning that its Syncrude oil sands project in Western Canada will
resume some production in July, sooner than expected, and hit full
capacity in September, following an outage last month that disrupted
total output. The disruption at Syncrude, representing 10% of Canadian
oil production, has tightened Canadian supplies and reduced the crude
flow to the U.S., the delivery point of the U.S. crude futures contract.
Banks and industrial stocks drove a third day of gains on Wall Street as
investors set aside trade tensions and looked ahead to a strong
quarterly earnings season starting this week. Based on Thomson Reuters
data, estimates for the S&P 500 Index second-quarter profit growth
have risen slightly since April, putting the latest forecast at around
20.7%. Among the most actively traded stocks today, Caterpillar rose
almost 4%, providing the biggest boost to the Dow. Twitter sank almost
9% after the Washington Post reported that the social media company
suspended more than 70 million fake accounts in May and June. Also
today, Twenty-First Century Fox Inc. seems to be preparing a new bid
for Sky Plc. that values it at $33.14 billion to top the offer it has
received from Comcast Corp. Fox's offer is expected to be at a premium
to Comcast's most recent bid of 12.50 pounds per share.
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